17.4.1 November 2020

Statement of Intent
Flinders Council and King Island Council agree to work together to explore opportunities
to improve individual efficiencies, grow our economies and further improve our
sustainability.
Flinders and King Island Councils will explore:
• Collaboration for mutual efficiencies;
• Sharing knowledge, expertise, systems and processes;
• Resource sharing;
• Strengthening advocacy; and
• Celebration of our uniqueness.

Background (or Context)
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Interaction between King Island Council and Flinders Council during the response and recovery
phases of COVID-19 lead to effective dealings with the Government, ensuring special
quarantine requirements were recognised and protected by travel directions and that community
concerns regarding lifting of intrastate travel restrictions where headed.
It has long been recognised that the Bass Strait Islands’ isolation, small size and unique access
issues have made ‘one-size-fits-all’ policies, legislation and regulation extremely challenging.
However, the consultative approach taken by the island Councils and the Government during
the COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated the value of working together to ensure that, with
minor customised adjustments, Government policies can be implemented very successfully and
efficiently on both King and Flinders Islands.

Duration

D

3 years

R

Subsequently, King Island Council and Flinders Council have agreed to explore and examine in
more detail the efficiencies of working together in the spheres of local government.

This Statement of Intent shall become effective upon signature by the authorised officials from
the King Island Council and Flinders Council and will remain in effect until modified or
terminated by any one of the partners by mutual consent.

Partners
Partner name
Partner representative
Position
Address
Telephone

Flinders Council
Warren Groves
General Manager
4 Davies St, Whitemark Tasmania 7255
03 6359 5010

Partner name
Partner representative
Position
Address
Telephone

King Island Council
Greg Alomes
General Manager
10 George Street, Currie Tasmania 7256
03 6462 9000
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Signed on behalf of the
Flinders Council

_________________________________________
Mayor Annie Revie
Date:

_________________________________________
Mayor Julie Arnold
Date:
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Signed on behalf of the
King Island Council
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_________________________________________
General Manager Warren Groves
Date:

_________________________________________
General Manager Greg Alomes
Date:
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